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MAMA

In 1982, Mama opened New Haven County’s first sushi bar. The restaurant 
was named Miya, after her baby daughter. This restaurant was the culmination 
of her life’s ambition.

My grandfather had owned a successful lumber company and my mother 
dreamed of doing business with him when she was old enough. In the 1950s, 
little girls from the countryside in Japan weren’t encouraged to pursue careers 
in business. Grandpa would sigh and compliment her, “If only you were a 
boy, you would make a great businessman.” She wished that things were 
different; it wasn’t fair being a girl.

In New Haven, cooking in a tiny apartment kitchen on Prospect Street, she 
put her university degree in nutrition to use by starting a catering business 
which would eventually become Miya’s. After almost thirty years in business, 
my mother is still as passionate about Miya’s as when she first began.

Often when I return from my trips, I find myself stunned by all of the 
improvements that my mother continues to make with the restaurant. More 
than anyone, she continues to drive Miya’s full speed ahead. “Maybe I will 
run a marathon,” she thought aloud to me the other day. I didn’t doubt she 
could, not even for a second.

ME

When I was little, living in Kyushu, Japan, my Grandmother would pickle 
green plums and cucumbers in ceramic pots as big as laundry hampers. We 
would eat these pickles at every meal with steamed rice, misoshiru, and fish 
so fresh that their eyes shimmered like a young John Travolta’s.

I often miss my grandmother and Japan, but I’m also so grateful for the 
worldly journey that my parents have allowed my life to become in America.

ABOUT MIYA’S
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This cuisine is indebted to my mother, who is Japanese, and to my father,
who is Chinese.  It is because of their differences that I adore and appreciate 
cultural diversity. Just as importantly, this cuisine has been molded by 
everybody who has ever touched me in my life.  This menu is my love letter 
to humanity and to every miraculous, weird, and wonderful thing that lives 
under the sun.

OUR CUISINE

In our cuisine, we use the technique of sushi as a medium to explore what 
it means to be human. We take inspiration from a story that appears in the 
Hebrew Bible, the Quran, and Ethiopian folklore about the Queen of Sheba 
traveling from Ethiopia to Jerusalem to seek the counsel of King Solomon. 
Upon arrival, she gave him spices from her home to honor him. This gift was 
incredibly meaningful; she was sharing with him the smells and the tastes 
of her homeland. King Solomon had never before experienced cumin, chili, 
fenugreek, cloves, cinnamon, and allspice, and the Queen of Sheba offered 
him the very essence of her faraway home for consumption. Food creates 
some of our most powerful memories; it can conjure up images and feelings 
of country, home, friends, and family. Food is culture. Food bonds people 
intimately. In each recipe of mine, ingredients from disparate cultures are 
combined, symbolizing what is possible when people of the world live in 
harmony with one another.

We are aware that the food industry has a very harmful impact on the 
environment; in particular, the traditional cuisine of sushi is hurting our 
oceans. Therefore, we try to maintain our restaurant in an ecologically 
responsible manner. We do our best to not use ingredients that are overfished 
or that in their production have a destructive impact on the environment. As 
a result, the bulk of our menu is vegetable-centered; the rest utilizes seafood 
that is abundant but often overlooked.  Much of our menu includes invasive 
species, trash fish, and bycatch, many of which we catch ourselves on our one 
hundred acres of certified shellfishing grounds, 12 miles from where you are 
now sitting.  

In a country where most of us will eventually die of lifestyle-related 
diseases, chefs should aspire to cook in a way that marries good taste and 
art with sound nutritional wisdom. At Miya’s, we use our own whole-
grain recipe that is toothier, tastier, and healthier than conventional sushi 
rice.  Historically, vinegar, salt, and sugar were added to fish and rice, as a 
method of preservation, in a time when there was no refrigeration. Though 
there is no longer the practical necessity to add these preservatives, they 
remain elements in the contemporary cuisine of sushi. Sushi rice today is 
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highly processed and sweetened, much like the Wonder Bread many of us 
grew up eating. Inspired by whole-grain breads, our recipe for sushi rice 
is made from a brown rice-centered mixture containing quinoa, amaranth, 
oat grains, and flax seed. Quinoa and amaranth provide all the essential 
amino acids of a complete protein. Whole oats have more fiber than any 
other grain and help lower high blood pressure. Ground flax seed supplies 
nearly double the amount of omega-3 fatty acids per calorie than any food in 
the world. Since most of our sushi involves robust flavors, the hearty grain 
mixtures carry our recipes in a way that traditional sushi rice could not.   
Additionally, we use no sweeteners such as cane sugar in our whole-grain 
sushi rice. 

I hope that our recipes please your mouth, tickle your brain, and nourish your 
body and soul.
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APPETIZERS

PUMPKIN MISO SOUP
Slow-roasted Connecticut pumpkins 
3

SALAD DAYS
A salad of organic greens tossed with our own wild ramp and basil dressing 
5

SUBTIDAL SALAD
A medley of sesame seasoned wild seaweed
10

OH, ME SO HINI
Kale and avocado with a miso sesame dressing
10 

TOKYO FRO
Tasty curls of crispy potatoes
5
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NIGIRI

KIMCHEE ARCTIC CHAR (Iceland)
Pepper seared
2 per piece

TILAPIA (Bridgeport Aquaculture School)
2 per piece

SQUID (US)
2 per piece

MACKEREL (US)
Marinated and topped with fresh ginger and chives
3 per piece

JELLYFISH (GA, US)
Spicy roasted sesame marinated
3 per piece

SMELT (US)
Topped with a ginger garlic sauvignon sauce
3 per piece

SCALLOP (US) 
3 per piece

BUFFALO (US) 
4 per piece

There’s no meat more American than buffalo. Brought back from the brink of extinction 
- pasture-raised - chemical free - drizzled with ginger garlic roasted sesame sake 
sauce.
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SASHIMI

NINE SPICE SASHIMI
Thin sliced sashimi featuring an abundant but underutilized wild and local 
species of fish, seasoned with a spicy citrus soy sauce and green onions 
10 (or 15 when topped with spicy crispy black soldier fly larvae)

INUIT SASHIMI
Mozambique tilapia grown by students of the Bridgeport Aquaculture 
School, beet infusion, lime, and sea salt
12

Eating frozen raw fish the way the Inuit do in the wintertime is the inspiration for 
this dish.

KIRIBATI SASHIMI
Invasive Mexican spear-caught lionfish sashimi, mineral-rich Kiribati sea 
salt, and a dozen profoundly mouth-numbing spices
12

The country of Kiribati is located in the central tropic Pacific Ocean. At only 
8 to 12 feet above sea level, this coral island nation may become the first to be 
completely engulfed by the ocean due to climate change. Studies show that lionfish 
are a significant threat to the survival of other reef fish.

OKRA AND AVOCADO SASHIMI
Served with a spicy citrus tamari sauce
10

GRILLED OKRA SASHIMI
Cedar grilled okra sashimi
5

CEDAR GRILLED SHIITAKE MUSHROOM SASHIMI
5
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BLUE PLATE ESPECIAL
A ten-piece sampler of Miya’s classics; includes a small Nine Spice Sashimi
22 

NIGIRI PLATE ESPECIAL
For the most adventurous palate. An eclectic twelve-piece assortment of 
underutilized species
35

FUTURE SUSHI ESPECIAL
A dozen pieces of some of our best sushi creations from the year 2050. 
Includes a Fire Cracker Sake Bomb, soup, salad, mini Tokyo Fro, and dessert
35 per person - cannot be shared

In the year 2050, people will be eating in a way that is not only healthier for their 
bodies, but also for our whole planet. People will be eating fewer animals, since 
they will have learned that a plant-based diet is the healthiest way to eat; and they 
will hunt and farm animals in a way that is more humane. Through the Future 
Sushi Especial, you will experience a kinder and more caring future, where one of 
the most popular cuisines that exists–sushi–has evolved to become a way of eating 
that honors and celebrates all life on Earth.

LE WIND OF CHANGE
A journey through the very best Miya’s creations of the last two decades; 
includes five tastings of our original sakes
65 per person - cannot be shared

MAIN COURSE
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ROLLS OF A LIFETIME

A ROLL OF A LIFETIME
Baked arctic char skin with asparagus 
4 pieces for 5 

In the words of Zach Appelman, Actor, Yale School of Drama 2010: This recipe was 
created “in honor of us actors who frequent Miya’s. It is inexpensive, full of hope, 
ambition, and drenched in a bitter sauce of insecurity and disappointment.” Baked 
arctic char skin is delicately infused with lots of love to counteract those flavors 
of insecurity and disappointment. Tastes just like bacon or chicharron but much 
better for you!

BAD TEMPERED GEISHA BOY
For men who like big mussels - plump spicy mussels
4 pieces for 5

KRAKEN
Fried squid with hot Korean peppers
4 pieces for 5

CATFISH BLUES
Mississippi catfish, asparagus, apricots, and black beans
4 pieces for 6

KWANZAA BONANZAA
A coconut-covered roll of Alaskan spot prawns, sweet potato, avocado, 
cream cheese, canteloupe, burdock, and hot sauce (of course)
2 very soulful pieces for 6

There is no cuisine that is more American than soul food. There are no people 
who are more significant to the creation of American culture (at least the cool 
stuff) than African-Americans. Soul Food is the result of a practical and creative 
adaptation of African cuisine to the New World. 

You must be mostly African-American to order this roll.
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CALIFORNIA ROLL ROYALE
Maryland blue crab meat and sliced avocado, drizzled with curry sauce
2 pieces for 6

OO LA LA MITZVAH!
Whole wheat tempura arctic char, brie cheese, avocado, and ch’i energy
4 pieces for 8

Winner of the prestigious 2014 L’Chayim World Sushi Award

THE BEST CRUNCHY ROLL EVER
Scallops, crispy fava bean tempura seasoned with home grown chilis and 
Iranian ghormeh sabze and avocado
4 pieces for 8

WABISABI
A roll of kimchee seared arctic char (Iceland farmed) wrapped in wild 
foraged pickled grape leaves.
4 pieces for 10

Wabisabi is a Japanese aesthetic ideal, one that finds beauty in imperfection and 
impermanence. The word is difficult to translate directly, but it has connotations 
of both the simplicity of living close to nature and the natural process of decay and 
deterioration over time; it carries overtones of mortality. Since the word describes 
beauty, it suggests that there is something beautiful about growing old and dying. 
Wabisabi can be appreciated in the autumn leaves changing color and falling to 
the ground, an ancient stone temple overgrown with lichen and imperceptibly 
crumbling, and the wrinkled face of the one you love.

This recipe is inspired by In Praise Of Shadows, a book about wabisabi and 
traditional Japanese aesthetics by the Japanese novelist, Tanizaki. In it, he fondly 
recalls a Walden Pond-like experience in which he spent a summer picking 
persimmon leaves and using them to make wonderfully delicious landlocked-salmon 
sushi rolls. Inspired by Tanizaki’s experience but unable to find persimmon leaves, 
last summer I picked wild grape leaves instead, to make my own arctic char sushi 
roll.
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ONE EYED CRAB MONSTER
A Maryland soft shelled crab, wrapped in potato skin, topped with buttery 
cow’s milk cheese called Melville (created by Jason of Caseus Fromagerie), 
creamy curry, and a sunny side up quail egg
1 piece for 12

CHINESE PYGMY RODEO
Cauliflower and scallions wrapped in potato, topped with toasted jersey 
cow milk cheese, and lemon dill aioli sauce
1 luscious piece for 5

TEMPURA ARTICHOKE HEART ROLL
8 bite-sized pieces for 5

TEMPURA CURRY CAULIFLOWER ROLL
8 bite-sized pieces for 5

CHARLIE CHAN’S CHING CHONG ROLL
Fava bean tempura broccoli, roasted garlic, and black beans 
4 pieces for 6

Like having a Chinese disco party in your mouth!
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KISS THE SMILING PIGGIE
Sweet potato, mango chutney, pine nuts 
4 pieces for 6 
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THE ROLL OF MILK AND HONEY
Figs, dates, raisins, goat cheese, roasted barley, pomegranate, cinnamon, 
spicy red pepper, honey, pistachio, extra virgin olive oil, manna/broccoli
2 pieces for 8

Many rabbis throughout history have advocated vegetarianism, citing health, 
environmental reasons, and the Torah’s many commandments on the humane 
treatment of animals. This roll utilizes the Seven Species of the Hebrew Bible and 
broccoli, beloved by Jews everywhere.

VOOMPA
Spicy crunchy eggplant, your choice of goat cheese or smoked jalepeño 
cashew cheese, avocado, seasoned with home grown chilis and Iranian 
ghormeh sabze
4 pieces for 10
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One of the most significant challenges for humanity is to make high- 
quality food available to everyone. In the U.S., the biggest challenge for the 
sustainable and organic food movement has been to make food affordable.

Good food is expensive, but it doesn’t have to be. My goal with the “Sushi 
for the Masses” menu is to make the highest-quality food, with the highest- 
level care and artistry, available to all people. Our award-winning restaurant 
will never exclude anyone because they cannot afford to eat here.

When Marie Antoinette supposedly said, “Let them eat cake,” without 
compassion for those who did not even have bread, a revolution over food 
began that took her head with it.

In the great dynasties of China, a sure sign that the emperor had lost the 
mandate of heaven was when famine struck his people. Invariably, that 
dynasty would come to a violent end.

As the wealthiest nation on Earth, it is our duty to make sure that all of our 
brothers and sisters, from all around the world, are well-fed.

One day, it will be one of our greatest achievements when we feed each and 
every human being on the planet nourishing, sustainable food.

Good food cannot be classist. 
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Sushi rolls made from unsweetened, organic whole grains, rolled around fresh, 
whole, nutrient-dense ingredients that are responsibly farmed or caught. 

BAKED SWEET POTATO ROLL
3

STEAMED BROCOLLI ROLL
4

STEAMED ASPARAGUS ROLL
4

STEAMED OKRA ROLL
4

BAKED MUSHROOM ROLL
4

SPICY KIMCHEE ARCTIC CHAR AND AVOCADO ROLL
5

SPICY SESAME TILAPIA ROLL
Chemical free fish raised by the students of Bridgeport Aquaculture school                                                                                                                                  
5

SUSHI DE JOUR ROLL
A super badass sushi surprise to shake the ground beneath your feet
5
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SEVEN DEADLY SUSHI
A sinfully delicious roll of fermented, sundried banana, cashew butter, 
strawberries, chocolate, and homemade, hand-pounded mochi, topped with 
baby scoops of rose petal ice cream―eaten in one bite, using your fingers 
1 bite-sized piece for 5

DESSERT
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Supernatural Bull$#!* Powers

Bun,

Hey–you run an amazing place!  You know I’m a 100% straight shooter, 
so you can count on it when I tell you that the VERY worst thing I can say 
about tonight is that I wouldn’t have served the catfish last–and I had to 
beat my brains to come up with even that.  Every single dish was fantastic.  
I’d be at a loss to tell anyone what to order.  My  advice to friends (and 
I will direct as many of them as I can your way) will simply be to put 
themselves in the hands of the great chef. It was wonderful to see you in 
person, and even better to see you working in a business where you can put 
your supernatural bullshitting powers to work for you.  When I get back to 
LA, I’ll break out the pencil and paper and make you something suitable for 
framing.

Jay Lender
Writer/Director, Sponge Bob Square Pants



Artwork and design by Vasilisa Romanenko

Established by Mama in 1982

in New Haven, CT


